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Abstract
The biggest obstacle to intuitive context-aware computing in the physical world is no longer a lack of
suitable computational platforms. Ultra-mobile personal and tablet computers are finding new users
beyond their classic niche applications and the number of smartphone users is projected to exceed one
billion worldwide by 2014. But there are technological limitations in scaling the user interface to
something that resembles seamless interaction with the physical world and a globally distributed social
network. Augmented reality is seen as a technology with great potential to provide a new browsing
experience for context-aware computing, and is increasingly used in advertising and entertainment, but
currently offered solutions for personal computing fall short in accuracy, robustness, and usability. This
talk discusses how research in augmented and virtual reality, real-time computer vision, and information
visualization might help bring about new interaction possibilities for global personal and social computing
in, and related to, the physical world.
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